
Chapter 3B8668

Date: Mon, 12/3/18 Location: Belbas House Purpose: Team Meeting #21

Attendees: Mark, Mariah, Zach, Andrew, Ben Coach Belbas, Mr. Tate, Mr Bell, Mr. Lee

Agenda: 
● Work on Autonomous 
● Get Prototype Arm Code Ready 
● Finish Constructing Gen 2 Arm 
● Wire up Gen 2 Robot and Arm

Reflections: 
Programming (Andrew, Ben): Andrew worked on the autonomous while Ben worked on the arm code. 
Andrew ran into a bug with the gyro when it used the extended gyro for driving backwards. Instead of 
activating the extended gyro when the initial heading was greater than 135, it was using the directional 
value. Once that was fixed everything worked normal. After that it was just editing the encoder and 
heading values for the autonomous driving. Now we have an autonomous that drives to the depo and 
then into the crater for all four quadrants on the field.  

Wiring (Mariah): Today, I worked on making cables. I was taught how to make and crimp a basic power 
poll.  I also had to adjust some of the lengths of some of the existing cables, because they were either 
too long, or too short. Once the cables were ready, I had to connect and begin to organize them on the 
Gen 2 arm.   

Mechanical (Mark, Zach): Today we finished assembling the arm with the worm gear for the shoulder. 
We also made a prototype hook out of an axle to test if our robot would hang. When we tested it to see if 
the arm would pull up the body of the robot to hang, the worm gear slipped. So, we need to go back to 
the drawing board to either fix the worm gear or find a new way to hang. 

We also discovered that the aluminum clamping hub on our worm gear assembly from Servocity was 
failing.  In the photo below, you can see a new hub (right) compared to a used phone (left).  With only a 
little use, the hub would strip out and the should would slip.  We will replace the hub with a new one. 

"  
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Date: Wed, 12/5/18 Location: Belbas House Purpose: Programming Subgroup

Attendees: Mariah, Ben, Andrew, Coach Belbas, Mr. Lee, Mrs. Gray

Agenda: 
● Finish wiring up the robot 
● Work on autonomous and arm code 
● Begin bolting together the wheel hubs

Reflections: 
(Mariah, Andrew, Ben): We started the meeting with wiring. Gen 2 of the robot needed two expansion 
hubs, so we all worked on wiring up the two hubs, the arm, and the drive motors. We added a power 
button, a phone holder, and a cover to protect the cables from the arm.  

After wiring, Andrew took Ben’s arm code and merged it into the chassis drive code. Andrew spent a lot 
of the meeting working on the autonomous. There was a problem with the robot not driving straight, and 
we discovered that the wheel hubs were popping out. When the wheel hubs were inserted originally, 
they were not bolted together, which messed up the ability for a smooth running robot. Mariah bolted 
together the hub set that popped out, and saved the other three for the upcoming Friday meeting. There 
were still some tweaks that needed to be made to the autonomous, including; adding a third drive path 
choice, changing the current drive paths to avoid common alliance partner drive paths, and adding in the 
servo to drop the team marker.  

" "
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Date: Thu, 12/6/18 Location: Lee House Purpose: Programming Subgroup

Attendees: Andrew, Mr. Lee

Agenda: 
● Try Advanced Motor Control Code

Reflections: 
Andrew: I took the robot home from last meeting and starting working on it this morning. The goal was to 
use some advanced motor control code that’s in the FTC sdk. The problem is that the BREAK mode on 
the elbow motor isn’t strong enough to hold the end of the arm up. I was hoping to use this PIDF-based 
code and RUN_TO_POSITION to have the motor hold the end of the arm in place. It didn’t work. What 
the motor ended up doing was bouncing up and down instead of holding at a set position. I tried 
tweaking the P and I values in the PIDF calculations, but that didn’t fix it either. My using the arm 
exposed a critical problem though. The shoulder worm gear assembly isn’t strong enough and is 
stripping. This discovery effectively ended my test session as I don’t want to make it worse. We have 
some onyx reinforcement pieces that Jacobs printed for us, but they need to be put on.  
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Date: 12/7/18 Location: Belbas House Purpose: Team Meeting #22

Attendees: Luke, Mark, Mariah, Zach, Andrew, Joel, Ben, and Coach Belbas

Agenda: 
● Make key decisions regarding arm 
● Emulate a meet to test out robot 
● Work on researching vision software

Reflections: 
Notes from brainstorming and general information:   

● At EPO we purchased torque transmitting cables which can be attached to the end of a motor 
and then attached to an arm.  These will allow us to remove weight from the end of the arm while 
not losing capability.  Ben brought a few sample pieces  

● Programming the arm to behave in a logical manner (controlled by a single joystick) was one of 
our deciding factors when deciding to use the arm.  Currently, each motor which makes up the 
arm is controlled independently of each other this results in a very counterintuitive control 
system.  These issues create a compelling argument for complete arm removal and new 
mechanism design.  The programmers cannot guarantee that they can implement this control 
system. 
  

Notebook Subgroup (Luke): Today I am working on the engineering notebook. We have gotten far 
behind on our Engineering Log (What you are reading now). The team has been primarily working on 
the robot and has shunned documentation. My goal today is to revise the Log.  

Arm intake (Mariah): We decided that the current ninja flex wheels used for the mineral intake were not 
very ideal. So, I spent my time cutting off parts of some ninja flex wheels we had 3-D printed, and 
modified them. They are similar to car wash bristles, except more flexible, while still containing some 
support on the inside from zip ties. With the flaps extended using duck tape, this current prototype may 
be a better form of intake.  

Programming (Andrew, Ben): The mission today was vision. Andrew and Ben loaded the example 
tensorflow code onto the phones and gave it a test. The tensorflow example code worked ok. It had 
trouble correctly locating the gold mineral position, although it located all three minerals fine, it just 
couldn’t consistently identify the gold mineral. It also would read the minerals in the crater as 1 object in 
addition to the 3 minerals on the field floor. After testing the tensor flow code we then tested the vuforia 
image navigation example code. This code finds images placed on the field wall and gives the robot’s 
angle in three axis relative to the image. The example code worked perfectly. The camera needs to be 
around 2ft away to attain a lock on the image but after that it can track the image from across the field. 
Now we just need to figure out how to use the data the code is giving us back. A step in that direction is 
taking the example code (which is in a linear opMode) and integrating it into our own vision classes. 
Andrew has already done that for the tensor flow code and he started on the vuforia navigation code at 
the meeting.  

We debated abandoning the arm for linear slides. But, mostly due to limited manpower, we decided to 
continue to perfect the arm as much as possible. Also, our desire for the arm is for it to be fast and 
efficient with minimal movements. We tested the time it took for our robot to get from the lander to the 
crater, and it was a little over a second, so the chassis is fast enough. To increase the arm efficiency, we 
decided to keep the elbow joint as straight as possible during our matches (to create a long arm) to 
minimize the moves for each collection cycle. Since this would effectively satisfy our desire for fast and 
efficient design cycles, we decided to keep the current arm design. This would also allow us to keep the 
ability to drive under the lander, which might be useful for taking a shortcut to the opposite crater or for 
strategic purposes. 
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Improvements we will need to make include (from the tip down):

● Collector - remove servo and use DC motor to speed up collection.  Put DC motor at chassis and 
use flex cable to transit torque to the end.  This change will both speed up the collector and move 
weight from the arm to the chassis (which helps the shoulder).  Also, the wheels will be replaced 
with alternate collector geometries such as paddle wheels, zip ties, etc.

○ Mark is reworking the collector box to include an integral bevel gear box.  

● Elbow - Move the motor to the chassis and connect to the elbow with a flex shaft driving a worm 
gear.  The flex shaft will need to be thicker than the one we bought at EPO.  Replace the metal 
elbow connections with 3D printed plastic.  

○ Joel made a small gear box for the worm gear.  

● Shoulder - With the changes already discussed above, the load on the shoulder will be reduced 
which is the first step toward improvement.  The second step is to beef up the worm gear.  It does 
carry a heavier load simply due to the long moment arm.  (Pun intended!)  Options we discussed 
are summarized below:

○ Buy a custom worm gear arrangement.  Many worm gears exist out there in the world, but 
not so many for our small sizes.  A custom gear arrangement could cost $200+..   We'll 
keep looking for options.  

○ Make some machining mods to the current Servocity clamp.  Maybe cut a keyhole and drill 
out the holes so clamps can be doubled up.  The machine shop at Jacobs is pretty busy 
so they might not be available.  But, we can check local machine shops for their 
availability and pricing.

○ Switch out the worm gear with the one from goBilda or Tetrix.  The goBilda is almost 
identical to the Servocity one except bolt patterns are different - so no improvement there.  
Tetrix uses set screws - don't even get me started on that.   We may have to switch to 
goBilda though as the Servocity one is intended for NeveRest motors which are out of 
stock.  If the current motor dies, we're in a pickle.

○ Beef up the joint by adding more clamps.  This would require some machining work as the 
current clamp doesn't allow for doubling up.  Or we print modified ones Onyx ones and 
hope that's strong enough to hold.  Some prints are waiting in queue on the Marked Forge 
right now.  When those are finished, we will test them and see how viable is this option.

○ JB Weld the whole axle/clamp thing into one solid piece.  This would require the ServoCity 
gearbox channel be replaced with a custom or modified piece.  Right now, the axle and 
clamps are assembled inside the channel.  But, if we weld them all together, we would 
need to assemble the box around the axle/gear/clamp.  So, probably this means cutting a 
slot in the channel so the combo could slide in.  Then, we would bolt pillow block bearings 
on the outside to hold the axle in place.  I think this is a relatively quick fix for now.  We 
currently have one spare gear and clamp.  So, I could JB weld it all today.  On Monday, we 
can make the channel mods and then test the modifications to see how strong it is.

○ Redesign to use a goBilda motor instead of NeveRest.  Currently we use a NeveRest 20 
but it is out of stock and doesn't appear to be coming back.  The Torquenado is too slow 
and Rev HD is out of stock.  So, it looks like we are altering to accommodate the goBilda.

● Hanging - We discussed the possibility of reusing the tape measure idea from 3 seasons ago.  
Basically, this idea involved motorizing a tape measure with a hook on the end.  The lift included a 
dc motor on a ....... yep, worm gear.  Back then, we used the tetrix worm gear which was nasty 
due to set screws.  We eventually got the whole thing to work by basically gluing it all together 
with a whole bunch of JB weld.  We had several spare drums ready to go for when the tape broke 
(which is did sometimes) or the worm gear died - which it did a lot.  Neither Nick nor Joel seem to 
have any of the part files anymore - this was before the days of Fusion.  So, it appears everything 
will need to be recreated.  

● Power and electrical -  Looks like we are on a path for using 8 dc motors.  Wow!  4 Rev motors on 
the chassis plus 3 dc motors on the arm and one to hang.  That means we either are stuck with a 
second Rev Exp Hub or we use 4 spark mini motor controllers plus the power strip.  We have a 
power strip already but the spark mini motor controller is currently on recall and out of stock.  :(
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● Purchasing motors is also a challenge this year.  The three common ones that we have designed 
around (NeveRest, Rev HD, Rev Core hex) are out of stock and won't be back in stock anytime 
soon.  Other alternatives (Tetrix Torquenado, goBilda) that are legal are also not compatible with 
our current design as the mounting hole patterns are different, shaft is different, shaft location is 
different, or some combo of these.  Each company wants you to use their stuff exclusively so they 
certainly aren't trying to be compatible.  So, everyone needs to be sensitive to this issue - 
especially mech guys.  The motors used in any design from this point forward will all depend on 
which one is available.

After our discussion, Mark and Zach attached the flex shaft to the collector and tested to see if it would 
work. It is a little slower than we like, but it does collect the minerals. Mark will work on gearing up the 
collector to increase its speed and allow us to use the flex shaft.

"

"
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Date: 12/8/18 Location: Tate House Purpose: Programming Subgroup

Attendees: Mariah, Ben, Andrew, Mrs. Tate

Agenda: 
● Work on testing vision code

Reflections: 
Programming: We met today to keep working on the vision code. We printed out the example vuforia 
navigation code and walked through it. Then Andrew finished turning the example code from a linear 
opmode into a non-opmode class that can be used in the autonomous. While Andrew was working with 
the code, Ben was putting mecanum wheels on his test robot in order to start doing sample runs with 
vuforia. After Andrew and Ben finished, we all brainstormed how to use the navigation during 
autonomous. One idea is to use it to recover from being bumped during autonomous. Because the 
images never move, they can be used to always know where the robot is on the field. Another idea was 
to use them for robot field position awareness, the idea is that the robot can figure out where it is on the 
field and then drive a specific path based upon what target it sees. As opposed to just collision recovery. 
Right now with the phone, the robot has to be pretty close to get a lock on the image, but we’ve heard 
that the USB cameras can lock on from farther away. The USB cam is the next thing to test with the 
vision stuff as we’re hoping to lock onto the image from the starting position in front of the lander 
(currently impossible with the phone camera). 

"
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Date: 12/10/18 Location: Belbas House Purpose: Team Meeting #23

Attendees: Mark, Zach, Andrew, Ben, Coach Belbas

Agenda: 
● Work on Mineral Arm 
● Work on Collector with Bevel Gear Box 
● Work on CAD for elbow joint 
● Programming Work

Reflections: 
Programming (Andrew, Ben): Today was a lot of documentation and admin stuff. Andrew and Ben 
straightened out several issues regarding the code not being up to standard and merged several parallel 
branches back into develop to make a master working copy. Andrew took the wiring diagram from last 
season and revised it for this year’s robot. Andrew and Ben also worked on inserting javadoc comments 
into the code. Javadoc comments are industry standard and allow for the programmer to run a 
command line prompt to generate an html webpage documenting the code and using the javadoc 
comments to explain everything. The document is then exported to a pdf and brightened up with CSS. 
The generation process is all automatic.  

Mark: From the last meeting, we decided to create a new collection box that is driven by a dc motor 
attached to a bevel gear box to redirect the axle direction. However, after designing we saw many 
problems with it mainly being the bevel gearbox taking up quite a bit of room and being kind of heavy so 
we will not 3D print this design.  

Zach: Today I worked on CAD for the elbow joint. Previously, I had designed the joint to be a sleeve 
around a REV CoreHex motor, but last meeting we decided it would be best to move the motor down 
closer to the shoulder pivot and to have a worm gear at the elbow joint. This will reduce the weight of the 
joint and allow the joint to stay tight when we are controlling the shoulder. I needed to design around the 
worm gear; however, when I tried to make the needed changes to our current worm gear assembly, the 
CAD file had lots of errors. I eventually started a new worm gear assembly for the elbow joint and added 
the torque bearings, washers, and regular bearings to have the CAD assembly exactly the same as we 
will assemble it. 

Eureka - We have a fix for the stripping hub on the worm gear.  See the photos below.  It’s a pretty easy 
fix.  Basically, we use a hardened steel hub from Rev Robotics since we know it won’t strip.  The holes 
are pretty close to the holes on the brass worm gear, so only a little drilling out will make it fit. 
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Date: 12/17/18 Location: Belbas House Purpose: Team Meeting #24

Attendees: Mark, Zach, Andrew, Ben, Mariah, Joel, Coach Belbas

Agenda: 
● Build worm gear 
● Continue CAD of elbow joint

Reflections: 
Mechanical (Mariah & Joel):  Today we worked on building a worm gear assembly which will be used for 
lifting our robot using a winch mechanism.  This mechanism will be very similar to our lifting mechanism 
from four seasons ago, FIRST ResQ.  After building the mechanism, we put it to the test by attaching a 
piece of cable to an axle and then lifting a large 20ish pound container.  The mechanism worked slowly 
but perfectly, it can provide sufficient strength to lift our robot.  

Zach: Today I continued creating the elbow joint. I changed the holes for the worm from being 
perpendicular to the carbon fiber tubing to being parallel with the tubing so that the flex shaft can run 
along the tubes. I also added holes on the pivot pieces to incorporate a metal REV piece that has a hex 
axle shape. This will support where the pivot grips the axle. 

"  
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Date: 12/19/18 Location: Belbas House Purpose: Programming Subgroup

Attendees: Andrew, Ben

Agenda: 
● Work on vision code

Reflections: 
The first thing we did was to change the FieldVision class to use an external webcam instead of the 
internal phone cameras. The webcam has much better resolution than the internal cameras and can 
identify the minerals and navigation targets with more consistency than the phone cameras.  

Andrew: I worked on the tensorflow code. I first hooked up the webcam and configured it and then ran 
the tensorflow example code. The example code worked great. I next tried to use the FieldVision code, 
but it didn’t work. One bug was that the camera was being initialized twice and the robot controller 
screen was trying to display two camera views. After I fixed that, the code would run, but it wouldn’t 
trigger the tensor flow code in FieldVision. The autonomous code would run fine and the camera would 
initialize properly and the tensorflow code was at least getting called, but the target identification portion 
of the code wasn’t running. I was unable to fix the bug before the end of the meeting. However, when I 
got home and consulted my dad, he pointed out that I wasn’t activating the tensor flow target 
identification code. I fixed that and will test it tomorrow. 
Ben: I worked on vuforia navigation tracking. I added code to Field Vision that will allow the robot to find 
out where it is on the field and execute a specific drive path that matches the side it is on. We hooked up 
the webcam and tested the code to see how well it will work. I got the webcam to see the targets and 
respond with a telemetry statement letting me know it selected the proper program. The next step for the 
vision navigation will be to fully integrate the code into the autonomous and have the robot see the 
target and then start moving along the drive path. 

"
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